Editorial
This month’s cover is of a phoenix and represents
the Camelfordian which has risen again thanks to
a new team.
Keith, Catharine, Tim, Aaron and I shall endeavour to continue in the footsteps of Clare and Bob
Ireland who leave big shoes to fill!
We shall never be able to thank them enough for
the years of hard work they have put into producing our magazine.
They have promised to hold our hands, metaphorically, until we have gained enough skills to
continue on our own and I hope we won’t have
to bother them too often.
Please keep the articles coming. We can accept
via e-mail or you can pop written details into
“Now and Then”.

Suzy-Grace
Intuitive Healer, Reiki Master / Teacher, Spiritual Medium,
Sacred Sound Healer and Independent Celebrant
KuanShih© Reiki, Sound Therapy, Tarot Readings,
Meditation, Yoga, Drumming, Wedding Blessings,
For further help:
Suzy-Grace Galadriel 07581 228787
www.rainbowsuzy.co.uk
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CAMELFORD HALL

PL32 9QX

You can follow us on Facebook, Camelford Hall, or
advertise your event in the Hall.
Contact Jenny Metters on 01840 211114 or at
camelfordhallbookings@yahoo.com
Registered Charity number 300524

Terry Baber
Decorating Services

Domestic and Commercial Work
Carpet Cleaning Service
Painting and Decorating
General Building Property
Maintenance Plastering
Phone : 01840 213325 Mobile : 07890 652220
Email : terencebaber@gmail.com
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Hanging Baskets
Now that the warmer weather is
here we can look forward to planting
hanging baskets. There are certain
things that you can do to ensure
success.Firstly, when you plant up,
always use a good quality compost,
an add some slow release fertiliser
and water retaining crystals - they'll
make the baskets so much easier to
care for come midsummer! You
should also make sure you always
plant up around the sides of the baskets, this will give more impact, quicker! Finally, through the season, keep taking off the dead flowers and you'll
get more and more grow on

Best Plants For Hanging Baskets
·
Bacopa
·

Callibrachoa

·

Lobelia richardii

·

Dichondra 'Silver Falls'

·

Verbena

·

Petunia – trailing

·
Begonia – trailing: If you are planting a basket for a shaded spot
begonias are ideal.
·
Fuchsia – trailing: Trailing fuchsias are also good in semi-shade
as well as in full sun.
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Catherine Little
As a past contributor to ‘The Camelfordian’, (Magpies Nest).
I have always been interested in it continuing to provide information about future events but also reports from the many
clubs and organisations on past occasions. I know how popular the ‘The Camelfordian’is, as despite being left a large
number to distribute in my shop, I always seem to run out by
the middle of the month.
‘The Camelfordian’ is now being picked up, not only by the
people of Camelford but also by those who live further afield
in Delabole, Boscastle and Tintagel amongst others. I also
find regular visitors to the Town, and those with second
homes or Holiday Cottages, also like to grab a copy, so
Camelford is making it’s mark in “Foreign Parts” as well. I
have agreed to help with the advertising in the magazine because it is an important source of revenue that pays for the
printing costs. It also helps local businesses to let readers
know what they do, and how to contact them. I know that if
I need to contact anyone I tend to reach for ‘The Camelfordian’ rather than trawl through ‘The Yellow Pages’, (Or worse,
use a computer and get distracted by videos of kittens!)
So if you want to place an advertisement get in touch via
thecamelfordian@gmail.com , or the Editor Diane Taylor
01840 213433 Email taylor.diane@gmail.com. I hope our
existing advertisers and contributors will continue to support
us and that new ones will join with them. This will ensure
that ‘The Camelfordian’ will continue to keep you all informed and entertained
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Call George on 07798 940466 or 01840
770449
All building work undertaken
New builds, Extensions, Demolition, Driveways
Barn conversions and Joinery shop

- 12m Telescopic handler - Wheel digger - Dumpers - Various sizes of Swing Shovels - Haulage - Skip hire for commercial and domestic
waste - - On-site Crusher and Screener Suppliers of : Sand, Cement, Aggregates,
Chippings, Tarmac Plainings, Concrete Blocks

www.gclimoandsons.co.uk
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The Joy of a Good Book
by
A. N. Other.
There's something about a second, or third, hand book. It has a presence that no
tablet can ever have, It's pages are there , waiting, it's cover reminds you of the delights within as your eye drifts along the book shelves.
Some people love the feel of
the pages, the old fashioned printing,
some say the smell of old books
brings back memories of times , places and loved ones past.
The reassuring bulk of a good
novel on the bedside cabinet is a reminder you can leave your everyday
existence and travel to places as yet
undiscovered, meeting people, inhabiting their lives for a while, walking
beside them as they face problems or
disasters, reading on to see how
they deal with them as we forget our
own.
Scientists have been warning for some time now that the light from the many
screens we now use in daily life is a factor in insomnia so what better way to end the
day than with a book, new or second hand, pages turning, cover creaking, an old postcard or ribbon marking a favourite page, a dried pressed flower concealed, or forgotten
within. a name or two in the front -- a book, a REAL book, given, and read with love.
related item;- The Insomniacs' Good book Guide.

No.1 War and Peace, by Tolstoy
very long' (but useful to defend against intruders or arachnids).
No 2 Steam and Gas Turbines, ( with a supplement on the prospects of the thermal
prime mover),
1927,volume 1. by Dr A. Stodola.
lots of entertaining equations , not much of a story.
No.3 Sheep and how to count them accurately.
A useful and informative guide by A. Farmer.

No 4 um... I think I'm going to. . . take five minutes... z z z zzzzzzzzzzz
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Don’t forget to let us
know if you are holding
any events in the town.
Our deadline is the 20th of
the month.
Note our new email address is
thecamelfordian@gmail.com

On the A395 • Davidstow • Camelford • PL32 9XR
01840 261131

enquiries@pendragoncountryhouse.com
www.pendragoncountryhouse.com
Restaurant and Function Room
Evening Meals ~ Birthday parties
Christenings ~ Anniversaries
Christmas and New Year Parties
Themed Evenings
Wakes

Available for Pre-Booked Evening Meals and Special Events
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CAMELFORD AGE CONCERN MINI BUS
You may be aware that four years ago we were able to purchase a new
minibus which is being used in and around the local communities of
Camelford; Delabole, St Teath, Tintagel, Boscastle, Crackington Haven,
Marshgate, Tresparrett, and Hallworthy. During these four years, the
bus has travelled many thousands of miles and now we need to start to
consider whether or not to replace it.
Over the past few months the amount of use being made of the mini bus
has undoubtedly declined. This no doubt has been partly due to the time
of the year but also to the increasing age of our passengers and those
willing to act as trip organisers. Before making the capital outlay of a new
bus we need to try and gauge whether it will be used sufficiently by the
local community to make it worthwhile.
We urgently need volunteers who are willing to act as organisers. This
is not a particularly onerous task as it simply entails making a list of
people [minimum of ten] wanting to go on a trip, checking if the date is
free with the administrator, letting the driver know who these people are
where they live, and then on the day collecting donations towards the
cost of the bus. The trips can be to places of interest in Cornwall and just
over the border into Devon.
May be you know of organisations or groups who can make use of the
Bus and its volunteer drivers; or even consider being a organiser
yourself.
If we are to replace the bus we would want to put an order in by the start
of July so we need to be in a position to make that decision by the end
of June. [Money for this purchase is not going to be a problem!]
If you would like more information about the bus, being an organiser,
and being a passenger on any trip that is scheduled, please ring the
administrator: Cherry Whitehead on 01840 213391 or email
cwhitehead59@gmail.com
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FERNACRE STONE CIRCLE AND OTHER LOCAL ODDITIES
Fernacre stone circle isn’t very well known, although it should be. This little piece might help to
explain why it is a bit of a special place...
The distinctive peak of Rough Tor is Camelford’s nearest and most obvious natural attraction. It is
not pronounced as written but ‘
’, not as in rowing a boat, but as having a bit of a domestic... It also gets shortened to ‘
’. Rough Tor is the most spectacular outcrop of granite on
Bodmin Moor. There are three outcrops on Rough Tor itself: The main Tor, Little Rough Tor and
Showery Tor to the north. Bodmin Moor is one of a number of large batholiths found in the West
Country (including Exmoor, Dartmoor, northwest of St Austell, Carnmenellis, another to the west
of Falmouth, Land’s End and the Isles of Scilly). Batholiths are ancient (300 million years or so)
subterranean upwellings of molten igneous magma. These cooled slowly enabling the formation of
large crystals within the rock, mostly quartz, feldspar and micas. The cooling process, as with
most solids (though not water and ice) caused shrinkage, leading to vertical cracks, many of
which became filled with molten mineral inclusions – for example, metals and quartzite. As the
softer overlying sedimentary rocks erode over time, the removal of the mass burden on top of the
batholiths produces horizontal cracks to add to the vertical ones. Once the overburden is gone,
the granite is exposed to the elements and becomes weathered and pitted (not eroded – which
involves physically moving the rock) by a process of freeze-thaw. This eventually opens up the
cracks to produce massive blocks, slabs and ‘loose’ detritus prominent on hilltop tors, especially on
Rough Tor. There is another Rough Tor on Dartmoor, but this is probably just a coincidence –
there’s no particular connection.
Rough Tor is absolutely festooned with archaeology, like nowhere else I have seen in Britain. This
piece is about some of these ancient features, particularly a stone circle called Fernacre. Fernacre
is less well known than most West Country stone circles, partly because of where it is – just over
half a mile south of the main summit of the Tor at 1313 feet (or about 400m if you must). But it is
also because during the busiest season, it tends to be almost submerged in bracken. A lot of walkers find just getting to the top of Rough Tor is enough of a challenge. In fact coming down again
can actually be as hazardous as going up and is probably more likely to lead to a twisted ankle.
Having got to the top and taken in the views, if hikers plan to go further, they might well decide
to yield to human nature and keep to the high places. If so, they head first for Showery Tor, a
solitary stack of slabs about 500 yards to the north of the main summit, and then carry on to
Brown Willy (an Anglicisation of the Cornish “Bronn Wennili”, meaning ‘the hill of swallows’), the
highest point in Cornwall at just over 2000 feet.
At dusk, especially when the days are short, huge flocks of starlings fly very low over the approach road to the Rough Tor car park. This is best seen by walking a short way back up the access road to a cutting, where tens of thousands of them skim just overhead in close formation,
making an extraordinarily whirring noise. They perform spectacular murmurations en masse, before plunging into the Forestry Commission plantation for the night. Some twitchers travel a long
way to see this.
To get out of the car park at the end of the long straight road, walkers first cross the “clapper”
bridge at the foot of Rough Tor, unless they fancy getting their feet wet by going round to the
side to have a proper look. Paying the bridge some attention is worth it, because it is very old
and unusual: Massive granite slabs on top of large stone piers. Its name is probably derived from
the Anglo-Saxon word “cleaca” (I don’t know what “cleaca” means – sorry about that). Beyond the
bridge the main path upwards is fairly clear and people tend to keep to it with the summit in
mind. This is a bit of a mistake: Following a war memorial, there is another commemorating a
notorious murder: This was of Charlotte Dymond, aged 18, in 1844. Her decaying body was found
at the foot of Rough Tor after a protracted search. Her boyfriend was tried and eventually hung at
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Bodmin Gaol despite protesting his innocence. The murder remains a mystery, as the evidence
was purely circumstantial, from passers by. A confession was ‘extracted’ from the young man, but
most today think it was faked.
Walkers also climb past an early bronze-age settlement of over 100 hut circles, the remains of
field systems and half a dozen larger irregular enclosures, probably used for livestock. There are
hut circles all over Rough Tor and Brown Willy, as well as man-made cairns. These have been carbon dated to between 2162 – 1746 BC. I’m not sure exactly what was tested to arrive at these
numbers and the statistician in me balks at the precision of the date range. But that aside, the
carbon dates place all the remains firmly in the early Bronze Age, as opposed to the earlier Neolithic Stone Age or later Iron Age. That said, the summit of Rough Tor is enclosed by a much earlier “series of rough Neolithic stone walls linking natural outcrops to form an enclosure” (quote
unknown). To the north, the single granite stack of Showery Tor is also encircled by the remains
of a massive and complete ring cairn, the only natural formation known to be enclosed in this
way. There are also the foundations of a medieval chapel built onto the side of the main summit.
It is the only known hilltop chapel on Bodmin Moor, and was recorded in the 14th century. It was
dedicated to St Michael. There are also the remains of a medieval dwelling (rectilinear, so not
Bronze Age) at the foot of the Tor. This suggests some sort of hermitage. However, taken together all these signs of human occupation make it clear that the whole area was viewed as ‘special’ or
sacred for millennia. Ten thousand years ago the area was forested, and occupied by Neolithic
man, probably in natural clearings. Deforestation was caused by humans during the Bronze Age,
to make way for arable farming and grazing, for firewood and possibly copper and bronze smelting (though this is conjecture – no oven remains seem to have been reported). The deforestation
was self-perpetuating and led to poor acidic soil due to the inherent acidity of the underlying granite.
Walkers can easily miss a Holy well, to the north of the main path. It was only discovered in 1970,
but fairly promptly went missing again - the site was lost. The well was rediscovered and restored
in 1994. A small spring rises there. To find the well it is best to follow the line of reeds up the
stream.
Having reached the summit of Rough Tor and resisted the temptation to go on to Brown Willy or
just turn around and go back down, the hiker can go ‘off-piste’ and scramble down southwards to
find Fernacre Stone Circle (bracken permitting). Fernacre is one of the largest stone circles in
Cornwall, measuring about 135 by 142 feet. 61 standing stones survive; but there may originally
have been as many as 77 to 95. Most are about 3 to 4 feet high. Fernacre may be another Anglicisation of “bracken land”. But I prefer the more romantic “fairy land”, “Feren” being the old plural
form of ‘fairy’.
There are two other stone circles near Fernacre: Stannon, the western most, and Louden, slightly
to the south. Fernacre is the eastern most of the circles. Together the three stone circles form a
scalene triangle - one with no equal sides. Interestingly (well to me anyway) all three circles have
a single distinctly triangular ‘tri-stone’. Each is placed at the furthest point from the other circles,
the ‘apex’ of the triangle. The Fernacre tri-stone is not aligned or orientated, although Stannon’s
faces east and Louden’s to the north, so that the tri-stones are looking into the triangle.
At this point pseudo-science raises its ugly head: When viewed from a certain alignment the scalene triangle ‘mirrors’ the profile of Rough Tor itself when seen from that angle. While this is true,
it is only the case if the observer is at the right distance from the triangle of stone circles and also
standing on the alignment where the Louden tri-stone lines up with the summit of Rough Tor. It’s
a pity that the Stone Circle builders didn’t bother to put in a maker stone to show you where to
stand. It has been pointed out that the Louden tri-stone has a notch in it, which points at the
Rough Tor summit. This implies the tri-stone was specially selected, not only for its triangular
shape, but because of its notch. I don’t think people in the early Bronze Age could carve such a
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feature themselves, so it was probably a ‘found object’. I think this poses a serious problem: As a
spatial statistician (that’s a geographer who does maths) I think this takes the whole thing close to
the realm of ley lines and other dubious forms of pattern recognition. To put the ley line debate in
a nutshell (and forgive me for doing this while missing out all the chewy stuff about dowsing and
mysterious phenomena), it is possible to find an alignment of three or more points in any random
distribution of ‘significant’ points on a map, if the set of points is large enough. This is particularly
so if the constraints of proximity and absolute precision are relaxed. I think the triangles of circles
and tri-stones fall into the same sort of controversy.
Finally, moving away from pseudo-science, the popular TV series Time Team did a program on
Rough Tor where they discovered a ‘cursus’ or avenue, a roughly parallel spaced pair of stone
lines climbing up towards the summit. It was the last episode of series 13 (out of 20 in all), and
aired in 2007. Unfortunately, the Time Team website no longer has this episode to be watched
again on-line. So I have only my memory and the remains of what I am pleased to call my mind
to go on: I did watch it when it was first broadcast. The cursus, like so many pre-historic remains,
defies modern thinking and geometry. It is certainly very large; around 1,000 feet long, and has a
slight kink to the west in it. It is not obvious on the surface, which is probably why Time Team
picked it. Despite the short three day dig duration, the research work and at least some excavation went on for months. For such a large discovery, the inter-web is surprisingly quiet on the subject. So there is not much more I can say.
...Except that Fernacre stone circle is once of my favourite local spots, and is particularly special
because you can easily be there on your own. You don’t have to climb all the way up Rough Tor
to get there and it is easy to find if you go in the winter or spring when it isn’t buried in bracken.
Paul Burton
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EB Window Cleaning
Our services:
Residential and Commercial Window Cleaning
Exterior and/ or Interior
Solar Panel Cleaning

Based in Camelford and covering all surrounding areas.
Call Ed for a free quote on 07535 938140
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WALKING NETBALL
Do you miss playing netball or
want to try something different.
Walking netball is the new way
of exercising and having fun.
We are hoping to put together a
group to play at Camelford
Leisure Centre and maybe outside
in the
summer.
To
register your interest or for
more
information please contact
Valerie on: 01840211719
Mobile 07902316372 (or text) and email:
valeriemargaret@hotmail.com.
Looking forward to hearing from you.

CAMELFORD SHOW 2018
The date is Wednesday 8th August 2018 and it is at a new
location of Trevilla Farm, Marshgate, Camelford, PL32
9YN. There will be showing of cattle, sheep, horses, dogs
and poultry. Horticulture & Handicraft, trade stands and
vintage vehicles.
Beth Kitto
Show Secretary
Camelford Agricultural Show
07483964125
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CAMELFORD
T/ 01840 214891
BUDE
T/ 01288 352282
HOLSWORTHY
T/ 01409 253000

A R T H U R W. B R Y A N T
F U N E R A L S E R V I C E

INDEPENDENT FAMILY
FUNERAL SERVICE

OUR FAMILY CARING FOR YOUR
FAMILY FOR OVER 50 YEARS

MEMORIAL
MASONRY

PRE PAYMENT
FUNERAL PLANS

Website - www.awbryant.co.uk
Email - c aring@awbryant.co.uk
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May 2018
Bodmin, Camelford and Wadebridge Foodbank
Tickets are selling fast for our Camping Weekend at Mother
Ivey’s Bay Holiday Park
If you’re thinking of booking a mini break this year, we have the
perfect holiday destination! We will be holding our Fun Camping
Weekend at Mother Ivey’s Bay Holiday Park from the 15th-17th
June 2018. £25 PER CAMPING PITCH FOR THE WHOLE WEEKEND
OR £28 FOR A PITCH WITH ELECTRIC HOOK-UP. Dogs are welcome (at an additional cost of £2 per dog). We’re hoping for
some lovely warm and sunny weather.
Tickets are available from Wadebridge Foodbank (cash or
cheque), at Unit 2 Trevanson Street PL27 7AR (opposite Lidl),
we’re open from 10am-1pm Monday to Thursday. More exciting
details to follow.

*SAVE THE DATE*
Join us at our
Fun Camping Weekend
at Mother Ivey’s Bay Holiday Park
Fri 15th –Sun 17th June 2018

Your donations make a huge difference to people’s lives..
We received this anonymous note from a family who were in an
unexpected crisis and needed some help.
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West Country
Sheds & Cabins Ltd
John Roe
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Man and Mini Digger - no job too big or small
Sheds and Cabins all sizes available
Narrow Access - Digger fits through doorways / gateways
Landscaping / Groundworks and Garden Services
Quality and Affordability
Supply of materials and removal (to save skip costs)
Professional and Reliable Service

Tel. 01840 211233
Mob.07747 606271

www.westcountryshedsandcabins.co.uk
Email : info@westcountryshedsandcabins.co.uk
Email : john@cdevelopments.co.uk
Charity No: 1035065
Rear of Camelford Hall, Clease Road, Camelford, Cornwall PL32 9PL
Providing education & childcare for children aged 2-5years
Ofsted registered – “Good” with “Outstanding” areas for report
For more details contact Kerry on 01840 212114
Open term times, and some holiday dates
Stay n Play Group
Operates in Clease Hall on Thursday mornings from 9.30 a.m to 11.30 a.m.
for 0-3’s, only £1.50 per family, refreshments included.
A warm & friendly welcome is assured!!!

10 years experience in all aspects of grooming
10
All breeds, cross breeds and sizes welcome
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Sheep worrying
I am very sorry to have to report that Maggie Iles of College Road has
had another dog running loose on her land chasing her sheep. You will
remember that last year two of her sheep were badly savaged and almost died leaving Maggie with a hefty vet’s bill and a great deal of distress.
There are clear signs along the riverside walk advising dog owners that
there is livestock in the neighbouring fields.
I am a dog owner and know the importance of letting your dog have a
good run off the lead but it is our responsibility to ensure that our dogs
are under our control all of the time.

Blue-green algae – Dangers to dogs
Blue-green algae is a term used to describe a group of bacteria, called cyanobacteria.
They are not actually algae, but the organisms got this name because they often give the appearance of algae when they clump together in bodies of water.Blue-green algae may not always be
harmful but you can’t tell simply by looking, so it's best not to let your dog near the water
The bacteria cannot be seen with the naked eye unless they clump together. When this happens,
blue-green algae can look like green flakes, greenish bundles or brown dots in a pond, lake or
stream.
When the algae blooms, it can give look like a blue-green scum has appeared on the surface of
the water. It sometimes looks a bit like pea soup.
Blooms of the organisms often build up around the edges of ponds and lakes, which may look like
foam.
It is most common in non-flowing fresh water such as lakes and ponds during hot weather when
there is less rainfall, but can also occur at other times of the year.
You may notice dead fish in ponds or lakes with a high concentration of the toxic bacteria. Don’t
let your dog drink from water containing dead animals.
The algae may be present in a harmful form even if you cannot see it, so take note of any warning
signs in the area.
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From Revd Angela CooperPriest-in-Charge of the Camel-Allen Churches: Lanteglos, Camelford, Advent, St Teath,
‘Compassion fatigue’ is something that can affect us all when we
are faced with relentlessly-horrific news reports day after day,
that on the one hand threaten to overwhelm us, so we turn
away,and on the other, seem so far removed from our own experience that we are tempted to switch-off. The news itself is even
prefaced by warnings, in case, safe in our comfy armchairs we
should be unduly disturbed; ‘You may find some images in this
report distressing.’ Well too bad - so we should! We should be
horrified, upset and distressed: we must not close our eyes and
our hearts. May we not lose sight of the fact that those affected
by the fighting in Syria and in other places of conflict around our
world are people just like us.
Angela
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Cryptic Crossword

Across:
1. Arrived and left car in town (9)
6. Drill tries to break concrete (9)
7. A party in trouble (3)
8. Ignoring hospital, listen to chest… (3)
11. …we will be in good health (9)
12. Struggling artist- one may buy materials here (9)
Down:
2. A repair, by workers on time for a change (9)
3. Garden needs endless tidying (4)
4. Cultivate branch on top of fir (4)
5. Switch back selection (9)
9. Thread left in purse (4)
10. Right to reject rigged vote (4)
(Answers on page 30)
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elstow
m
a
C
SENIOR COACH OUTINGS (60+)
large 53 seater coach
2nd and 4th Tuesday each month
usually a few seats available
Ring Edwin and Margaret (01840) 261282

Dan Bray

Tree surgery and hedge maintenance
Tree surveys and inspections
Mayford, Coombe Road
St Breward, Bodmin, PL30 4DQ
01208 851662
07850 437872
treeweasel@talktalk.net
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A Methodist Ministers View
As I sit down to write this article the messages of the Easter Story are fresh in my
mind, but I am also forward planning for the month of May. One of the key weeks of
the year for Churches in Great Britain is Christian Aid Week, which this year runs
from the 13th – 19th May. Meanwhile I have in mind the current world news which
includes the diplomatic actions between our Country and Russia following the events
in Salisbury in early March, the introduction of trading tariffs by America and China, in
addition to the ongoing World situations of political tension, refugees, poverty and
hunger. Many people are suffering in various ways in our World, and this suffering
continues for long periods of time, but the stories are no longer headline news.
Christian Aid and other relief organisations are working day in and day out, year in
and year out to bring about changes in the lives and experiences of people who are
confronted with life situations which we would find intolerable. Take time to imagine
life without water on tap, and a small plot of land from which to make an inadequate
living. It may well be that the landowner’s only tool is a mattock, which is used for
digging, sowing, weeding and harvesting. We may at times be dissatisfied with our
life situation, but we have much to be thankful for.
All the above arises in my mind from one of the truths which emanates from the
Easter Day Story of Jesus’ encounter with Mary Magdalene. In his conversation with
Mary Jesus infers that because we acknowledge God as our ‘Father in heaven’ we
are all part of one human family. Jesus says to Mary – see John Chapter 20 verses
17 – “God to my brothers and tell them that I am returning to him who is my Father
and their Father, my God and their God.” It follows that across the world under God
we are all brothers and sisters within the human family and should have a family
concern for our suffering members and the dire life situation that they experience.
The song sung some years ago by ‘The Spinners’ came to mind which includes these
words: ‘Wherever you go you will find my kin,
Whatever the creed and colour of their skin,
They’re the family of man.’
Our world situation is
concerning and involves us all
in contributing in prayer,
words, action and giving to
bring about change.
Every Blessing,
Bryan Ede
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Camelford W.I.

There has been a WI in Camelford for 80 years. We are fortunate to
have in our archives the very first record and minute books starting in
1938 and they make interesting reading. A hand written list inside the
Record Book contains 74 names.
Quoting from the Record Book.....
"A Public Meeting was held in the Town Hall on Wednesday February
16th 1938 to consider the formation of a Women's Institute in Camelford. Miss Henmark (a County Voluntary Organiser) explained very
capably the formation and the rules of the WI and it was unanimously
decided to form a branch. President - Mrs Fisher, Secretary - Mrs Neil
and Treasurer - Mrs Leese, were proposed and seconded. Ten more
ladies completed the Committee. It was proposed that the first meeting
would be on March 21st 1938 at 7pm"
So the new Committee met for the first time on March 3rd 1938 to decide the meeting venue. The Chapel Street Schoolroom in Camelford
was chosen for the first meeting. The meeting would consist of a
business part followed by a Social half hour with competitions and music.
So on March 21st 1938 the very first meeting was held in the Chapel
Street Schoolroom. The Annual Fee was discussed with members joining half way through the year only paying half the fee. The month of
the AGM was set as March and of course the Tea Rota was drawn up.
This was to be in alphabetical order by surname ( all of the ladies were
know and addressed as Mrs or Miss) and the price of a cup of tea was
to be one penny.
The very first speaker Camelford had was a Miss Sedgwick from Truro
who gave her talk on FOOD FOR HEALTH - nothing is new is it !
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Photo David Flower
Camelford W.I. 80th Birthday
Photo taken on the steps outside the Old Chapel in Chapel Street, Camelford
on Thursday March 20th 2018
Kirsty Ferguson (Deputy Mayor). Margaret Mabson, Joan Black, Dee Vance,
Kate Neall ( President), Rita Wright,
Sue Reed, Lynda Cornell, Philomena Simpson, Diane Taylor, Sheila Brown,
Diana Jones,
Alison Osborne, Jane Sleeman, Barbara Hough, Doreen Gordon, Sandra Holsey, Alison Hoskin,
Sarah Jones, Wendy Coombes, Brenda Gregory, Catharine Little and Maggie
Iles.
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And here you have it. The first publication by the
new team. We have had a few problems with the
technology but our aim was to ensure we produced a May magazine. We apologise to those of
you who sent an article or advertisement which
has not been included. We shall be sorting out
the teething problems and ask you to be patient
with us!

Crossword answers
Across: 1. Camelford, 6. Rehearsal, 7. Ado, 8. Ark, 11. Wellbeing
12. Stationer
Down: 2. Amendment, 3. Eden, 4. Farm, 5. Rearrange, 9. Plot, 10. Veto
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THE CAMELFORDIAN
EDITOR
Diane Taylor
Daws House, Victoria Road, Camelford PL32 9XA

Tel : 01840 213433 Email : taylor.diane@gmail.com
-----------------The easiest way to get copy to us is by email to
Thecamelfordian@gmail.com
Please be aware that all copy may be subject to editing and the
decision about what is printed will be made by the Editor.

-------------------

ADVERTISING
To place ads please contact

Catharine Little 07543681502
cathlittle@hotmail.co.uk Owl Barn, Trekeek,PL32 9UB. Ideally adverts
should be a third of a page, in landscape format. The charge for a year
in this format is £80 for the ten annual issues of The Camelfordian.
Other sizes will be charged pro rata, as will single entry adverts.
If you would like to place a Small Ad it will be charged at £5 per entry,
for a maximum of 50 words. Please pay at the time of placing your ad.

All copy should be with The Camelfordian by 20th of the
month before publication.

HON TREASURER
Aaron Scawn
Email : aaronscawn999@btinternet.com

Published by The Camelfordian team
Printed by Parish Magazine Printing
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Local Council & Services
Mayor of Camelford

Rob Rotchell

Town Clerk

Esther Greig

01840 212880
01840 212880

Camelford Hall Chairman

John Pearce

01840 212665

Camelford Hall Bookings

Jenny Metters

01840 211114

Cornwall Councillor

Rob Rotchell

01840 214528

Member of Parliament

Scott Mann MP

01208 75656

Cornwall Council

One Stop Shops

0300 1234 100

Police

Emergency

999

Police

Non emergency 24 hours

101

Camelford Post Office

01840 212305

Neighbourhood Watch

Chair Julie Dowton

01840 212694

SITA Recycling Centre

Bowithick Quarry, Trewarmett

01840 770778

Camelford Surgery

Drs Nash and Uglow

01840 213894

Camelford Surgery

Dr Garrod

01840 213893

Doctors :

Methodist Church

Revd Doreen Sparey-Delacassa

01566 781854

Church of England

Revd Angela Cooper

01840 212468

Roman Catholic Church

Father Bryan Storey

01840 770663

Souls Harbour

Revd David Flanders

01840 212620

Celebration Church

Joan Keating

01840 212602

Christian Spiritualist Church

Linda Taylor

01840 213058

—----------------------------

—------------------------------------

—-----------------

Camelford Leisure Centre

Patrick Lucas, General Manager

01840 213188

Guides/Brownies/Rainbows

Christine Alexander

01840 779101

Scouts/Cubs/Beavers

Peter Jones

01208 850613

Schools :
Sir James Smith’s School

Head - Jon Lawrence

01840 213274

Camelford Primary School
Adult Education
Little Acorns Nursery

Head - Mr Lee Bacchus
Dionne Peers
Kerry Corner

01840 212376
0300 1231 117
01840 212114

—----------------------------

—------------------------------------

—-----------------

Veterinary Surgeons :
Penbode

Inns Park

01840 213277

—----------------------------

—------------------------------------

—----------------01840 211777

Camelford Town Band

Bookings Secretary Sally Rickard

Women’s Institute

Secretary Diane Taylor

01840 213433

Residents’ Association

Alan Burgis

01840 213692

Community Allotments

Esther Greig

01840 212880

Age Concern Pop-In

Hon Sec Jean Brown

01840 211224

Camelford Folk Dance Club

Barbara Perry

01840 212655

Royal British Legion

Julian Harman

01840 213117

Camelford Football Club

Secretary Hilary Kent

07798 918360

Camelford Rotary Club

Secretary Ray Jeffs

01840 212497

Camelford Floral Art Society

Chairman/Prog sec Val Bluett

01840 212157

Camelford Old Cornwall Society

Sue Theobald
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01840 213558

